AFTER BUILDERS
CLEANING
At Fluid Hygiene we have considerable experience in the area of ‘After Builders Cleaning’; the
final, deep clean of a building that is carried when construction or fit-out is complete, before
the final hand over to the building owner or occupier.

CREATING THE RIGHT IMPRESSION
Just because a building interior is new, that doesn’t mean
it is clean! The construction process usually leaves behind
a significant amount of dirt and detritus that needs to be
removed in order to create the right impression with the
intended occupant. Even if the construction teams have tidied
up after themselves, the space is usually far from spotless.
FINDING A CLEANING COMPANY THAT CAN
DELIVER AN EFFECTIVE ‘AFTER BUILDERS’ CLEAN
AT A SENSIBLE PRICE IS MORE DIFFICULT THAN
YOU WOULD THINK. NOW WE’VE FOUND FLUID
OUR SEARCH IS OVER

FOR A REALLY THOROUGH CLEAN
It isn’t just plaster and brick dust that needs to be removed.
Many fixtures and fittings will need cleaning up following
installation, labels will need to be peeled away, loose screws
tightened, items of waste material swept up and paint
spotting removed from floors and other surfaces – the list
is endless.
Our teams are fully trained to make sure that our
after builders cleaning service leaves no stone unturned.
Several of our senior people have prior experience in the
construction industry, so we know just what is needed
to deliver a top quality result. We don’t just sweep and
mop. With Fluid Hygiene your windows are cleaned, metal
fittings are polished, so called ‘invisible’ areas like cupboard
interiors are dusted and floors are scrubbed. If necessary
we will even clean the carpets and upholstery. In fact,
we will do whatever it takes to make sure your building
is spotless and your client is happy.

For an initial consultation and a competitive quote, call us today on 0800 975 2828

www.fluidhygiene.com
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A TRULY THOROUGH
AFTER BUILDERS CLEANING SERVICE.
WE DO WHATEVER IT TAKES TO MAKE
SURE YOUR BUILDING IS SPOTLESS
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